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Founder and President, Flight Level Solutions & Safety Expert
Jack Becker is a human performance, teamwork, and efficiency professional whose years of expertise inspired him to
found Flight Level Solutions, Inc. Jack has successfully adapted the same peak human performance skills that made
him successful flying combat missions in the F/A-18 Hornet, to training companies striving to perform at fighter pilot
levels. He served as a carrier-based F/A-18 Hornet and Super Hornet fighter pilot, instructor pilot, landing signal
officer, quality assurance officer, budget operations officer, and crew resource management instructor. Jack has
over 2,000 hours flying supersonic fighter jets, and brings the same passion and excitement to each keynote speech
he delivers. He is a decorated combat veteran having flown strike missions in Operation Iraqi Freedom, and has
graduated from the U.S. Navy Crew Resource Management (CRM) School.
Experience in Action. As one of the Navy’s most highly decorated Landing Signals Officers (LSO), Jack was
instrumental in incorporating using CRM to help pilots quickly improve while landing supersonic fighter jets on
aircraft carriers. He was responsible for over 21,000 mishap free carrier landings. Jack’s unique experience as both
and LSO and as the Navy’s top CRM instructor, he saw an opportunity to relay the same skills of Brief-ExecuteDebrief-Improve to the American workplace. From healthcare groups, to manufacturing, construction, and
insurance firms, Jack’s dynamic seminars have made a lasting impression. Flying faster than the speed of sound, a
zero-fail mentality is a must! Jack’s programs teach simply how to reduce human error. Within all seven regions of
GE Power and Water alone, Jack’s program has reduced OSHA recordable mishaps over 60%.
Jack earned a BS in Political Science with emphasis on organizational leadership from the U.S. Naval Academy in
Annapolis, Maryland. Currently he serves part time as an F/A-18 Hornet and Super Hornet instructor pilot in the U.S.
Naval Reserve.
Jack brings an unbridled passion for human performance to Flight Level Solutions through consulting, training
seminars and keynote addresses. Let Jack’s entertaining and captivating style energize your organization today.
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